
 SPELLING LIST 
 

A. achieve fiery relief view either perceive 
 ancient financier relieve ceiling foreigner receipt 
 believe friend reprieve conceit forfeit  receive 
 besiege handkerchief science deceive height  seize 
 chief hygiene shriek deceit leisure  veil 
 convenience piece siege eight neighbor weigh 
 experience piece sieve eighth neither  weird 
 

B. acquit compel forbidden occurred refer 
 acquitted compelling forbidding omit referred 
 admit confer forgetting omitting remit 
 admitted conferred occur permit remitting  
 admittance control occurring permitted remittance 
 beginning controlled occurrence prefer running 
    preferred transferred 
 

C. reference, preference, conference, transference 
 
D. accidentally especially generally successfully 
 cruelly finally occasionally usually 
 cordially formally originally wonderfully 
 
E. acknowledgeable arrangement noticeable serviceable vengeance 
 advantageous courageous peaceable unmanageable 
 
F. acknowledgment, argument, develop, development, judgment 
 
G. aboard, abroad choose, chose pair, pare, pear 
 accept, except clothes, cloths plane, plain 
 advice, advise coarse, course principal, principle 
 affect, effect complement, compliment proceed, precede, procedure 
 altar, alter dual, duel quite, quiet 
 angel, angle emigrant, immigrant shone, shown 
 ascent, assent forth, fourth speak, speech 
 bare, bear heal, heel stationery, stationary 
 brake, break lead, led steak, stake 
 breath, breathe lightening, lightning their, there, they’re 
 capital, Capitol loose, lose thrown, throne 
 celery, salary metal, medal weather, whether 
 
H. across confidence interference purpose 
 acceptance correspond interfered recommendation 
 accommodate countries irregular region 
 acquaintance custom irreverent response 
 address customer least reverence 
 all right despair lonely rough 
 ally, allies destroy lovable scream 
 antecedent disappearance loyal separate 
 appreciate disappoint manual training shepherd 
 arrive easily mathematics similar 
 assert eccentric maybe skies 
 athletics employs mayor society 
 athletes eligible model sophomore 
 athletically extraordinary mosquito spoonfuls 
 attacked factory mosquitoes succeed, success 
 attempt familiar necessary suggest 
 attorneys famous ninety, ninth superintendent 
 authority fathers-in-law o’clock surprise 
 avenue forty-fourth offering terrible 
 balloon friendliest paragraph therefore 
 banana gentlemanly parallel Thursday 
 benefit, benefited grammar partner title 
 bicycle happened peacefully Tuesday 
 boundary heroes performance turkeys 
 Britain heroine pleasant twelfth 
 Caesar humorous pleasure valleys 
 carefully hurriedly possible vegetable 
 century illiterate prepare village 
 character illegible privilege villain 
 chimneys immediate probably Wednesday 
 collect indefinitely professor witness 
 committee ineligible proved wreck 
 completely interfere peaceful 
 

 


